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by
Jean-Baptiste Teyssier
Abstract. — We prove an analogue for Stokes torsors of Deligne’s skeleton conjec-
ture and deduce from it the representability of the functor of relative Stokes torsors
by an affine scheme of finite type over C. This provides, in characteristic 0, a local
analogue of the existence of a coarse moduli for skeletons with bounded ramifica-
tion, due to Deligne. As an application, we use the geometry of this moduli to derive
quite strong finiteness results for integrable systems of differential equations in several
variables which did not have any analogue in one variable.
Consider the following linear differential equation pEq with polynomial coefficients
pn
dnf
dzn
` pn´1 d
n´1f
dzn´1
` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` p1 df
dz
` p0f “ 0
If pnp0q ‰ 0, Cauchy theorem asserts that a holomorphic solution to pEq defined on
a small disc around 0 is equivalent to the values of its n first derivatives at 0. If
pnp0q “ 0, holomorphic solutions to pEq on a small discs around 0 may always be
zero. Nonetheless, pEq may have formal power series solutions. The Main asymp-
totic development theorem [Sv00], due to Hukuhara and Turrittin asserts that for a
direction θ emanating from 0, and for a formal power series solution f , there is a
sector Sθ containing θ such that f can be "lifted" in a certain sense to a holomorphic
solution fθ of pEq on Sθ. We say that fθ is asymptotic to f at 0. If fθ is analytically
continued around 0 into a solution rfθ of pEq on the sector Sθ1 , where θ1 ‰ θ, it may
be that the asymptotic development of rfθ at 0 is not f any more. This is the Stokes
phenomenon. As a general principle, the study of pEq amounts to the study of its
"formal type" and the study of how asymptotic developments of solutions jump via
analytic continuation around 0. To organize these informations, it is traditional to
adopt a linear algebra point of view.
The equation pEq can be seen as a differential module, i.e. a finite dimensional
vector space N over the field Ctzurz´1s of convergent Laurent series, endowed with
a C-linear endomorphism ∇ : N ÝÑ N satisfying the Leibniz rule. In this lan-
guage, solutions of pEq correspond to elements of Ker∇ (also called flat sections
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of ∇). Furthermore, a differential equation with same "formal type" as pEq corre-
sponds to a differential moduleM with an isomorphism of formal differential modules
iso : Mp0 ÝÑ Np0. Since iso can be seen as a formal flat section of the differential mod-
ule HompM,N q, the main asymptotic development theorem applies to it. The lifts
of iso to sectors thus produce a cocycle γ :“ pisoθ iso´1θ1 qθ,θ1PS1 with value into the
sheaf of sectorial automorphisms of N which are asymptotic to Id at 0. This is the
Stokes sheaf of N , denoted by StN pCq. A fundamental result of Malgrange [Mal82]
and Sibuya [Sib90] implies that pM, isoq is determined by the torsor under StN pCq
associated to the cocycle γ. Hence, Stokes torsors encode in an algebraic way analytic
data and classifying differential equations amounts to studying Stokes torsors. As a
result, the study of Stokes torsors is meaningful.
In higher dimension, the role played by differential modules is played by good mero-
morphic connections. We will take such a connection N defined around 0 P Cn to be
of the shape
(0.0.1) Ea1 bRa1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Ead bRad
where the ai are meromorphic functions with poles contained in a normal crossing di-
visor D, where Eai stands for the rank one connection pOCn,0p˚Dq, d´daiq, and where
the Rai are regular connections. Note that from works of Kedlaya [Ked10][Ked11]
and Mochizuki [Moc09][Moc11b], every meromorphic connection is (up to ramifica-
tion) formally isomorphic at each point to a connection of the form (0.0.1) at the cost
of blowing-up enough the pole locus. If pri, θiqi“1,...,n are the usual polar coordinates
on Cn, the Stokes sheaf StN of N is a sheaf of complex unipotent algebraic groups
over the torus T :“ pS1qn defined by r1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ rn “ 0.
By a good N -marked connection, we mean the data pM,∇, isoq of a good meromor-
phic connection pM,∇q around 0 endowed with an isomorphism of formal connections
at the origin iso : Mp0 ÝÑ Np0. As in dimension 1, Mochizuki [Moc11a][Moc11b]
showed that good N -marked connections are determined by their associated Stokes
torsor, so we consider them as elements in H1pT,StN pCqq.
Since StN is a sheaf of complex algebraic groups, its sheaf of R-points StN pRq is
a well-defined sheaf of groups on T for any commutative C-algebra R. Consequently,
one can consider the functor of relative Stokes torsors R ÝÑ H1pT,StN pRqq, denoted
by H1pT,StN q. Following a strategy designed by Deligne, Babbitt and Varadarajan
[BV89] proved that H1pS1,StN q is representable by an affine space. Hence in dimen-
sion 1, the set of torsors under StN has a structure of a complex algebraic variety.
The interest of this result is to provide a framework in which questions related to
differential equations can be treated with the apparatus of algebraic geometry. This
might look like a wish rather than a documented fact since the local theory of linear
differential equations is fully understood in dimension 1 by means of analysis. In di-
mension ě 2 however, new phenomena appear and this geometric perspective seems
relevant. As we will show, the representability ofH1pT,StN q in any dimension implies
for differential equations quite strong finiteness results which have no counterparts in
dimension 1 and which seem out of reach with former technology. Thus, we prove the
following
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Theorem 1. — The functor H1pT,StN q is representable by an affine scheme of finite
type over C.
Before explaining how the proof relates to Deligne’s skeleton conjecture, let us
describe two applications to finiteness results.
Suppose that N is very good, that is, for functions ai, aj appearing in (0.0.1) with
ai ‰ aj , the difference ai ´ aj has poles along all the components of the divisor D
along which N is localized. Let V be a manifold containing 0 and let us denote by
NV the restriction of the connection N to V . We prove the following
Theorem 2. — If V is transverse to every irreducible component of D, there is only
a finite number of equivalence classes of good N -marked connections with given re-
striction to V . Furthermore, this number depends only on N and on V .
This theorem looks like a weak differential version of Lefschetz’s theorem. A differ-
ential Lefschetz theorem would assert that for a generic choice of V , good N -marked
connections are determined by their restriction to V . It is a hope of the author that
such a question is approachable by geometric means using the morphism of schemes
(0.0.2) resV : H1pT,StN q ÝÑ H1pT1,StNV q
induced by the restriction to V .
To give flesh to this intuition, let us indicate how geometry enters the proof of
Theorem 2. Since unramified morphisms of finite type have finite fibers, it is enough
to show that N -marked connections lie in the unramified locus of resV , which is
the locus where the tangent map of resV is injective. We show in 5.2 a canonical
identification
(0.0.3) TpM,∇,isoqH1pT,StN q » H1pSol EndMq0
where the left-hand side denotes the tangent space of H1pT,StN q at pM,∇, isoq
and where H1 Sol denotes the first cohomology sheaf of the solution complex of a
D-module. Note that the left-hand side of (0.0.3) is algebraic, whereas the right-
hand side is transcendental. From that we deduce a similar interpretation to the
kernel KerTpM,∇,isoq resV and prove its vanishing using a perversity theorem due to
Mebkhout [Meb90].
Using an invariance theorem due to Sabbah [Sab16], we further prove the following
rigidity result:
Theorem 3. — Suppose that D has at least two components and that N is very
general. Then there is only a finite number of equivalence classes of good N -marked
connections.
In this statement, very general means that N is very good and that the monodromy
of each regular constituent contributing to N in (0.0.1) has eigenvalues away from a
denombrable union of strict Zariski closed subsets of an affine space.
Let us finally explain roughly the proof of Theorem 1. The main idea is to import
and prove a conjecture from the field of Galois representations. Let X be a smooth
variety over a finite field of characteristic p ą 0, and let ` ‰ p be a prime number.
To any `-adic local system F on X up to semi-simplification, one can associate its
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skeleton skF , that is the collection of restrictions of F to curves drawn on X endowed
with compatibilities at intersection points. It has bounded ramification at infinity in
an appropriate sense, see [EK12]. As a consequence of Cebotarev’s density theorem,
the assignment F ÝÑ skF is injective and Deligne conjectured that any skeleton
with bounded ramification comes from an `-adic local system. Building on the work
of Wiesend [Wie07], this has been proved in the tame case by Drinfeld [Dri12] and
for arbitrary ramification in the rank one case by Kerz and Saito [KS].
Back to characteristic 0, let C be the family of smooth curves i : C ãÑ Cn containing
0. For C P C , passing to polar coordinates induces a map pr, θq ÝÑ ipr, θq. Restricting
to r “ 0 thus produces an embedding in T of the circle S1C of directions inside C
emanating from 0. We define for every C-algebra R a Stokes skeleton relative to R as a
collection of Stokes torsors pTC P H1pS1C ,StNC pRqqqCPC endowed with compatibilities
at points of T where two circles S1C1 and S
1
C2
intersect, where C1, C2 P C . We observe
that a naive version of Deligne’s conjecture stating that every Stokes skeleton comes
from a Stokes torsor is false, and introduce a combinatorial condition 2.4.4 satisfied
by skeletons of Stokes torsors that we call admissibility. We finally prove the following
Theorem 4. — Restriction induces a bijection between H1pT,StN pRqq and the set
StN pRq-SkC of StN pRq-admissible skeletons relative to R.
The Stokes skeleton functor R ÝÑ StN pRq-SkC is easily seen to be representable
by an affine scheme by Babbitt-Varadarajan’s theorem. Hence, to prove Theorem 1,
the whole point is to show that the same is true when admissibility is imposed. To
do this, we first use a general theorem [Art74, 6.3], see also [LM00, 10.4] and [SP,
04S6] to obtain the representability of H1pT,StN q by an algebraic space of finite type
over C. Finally, for a finite family Cf Ă C of carefully chosen curves, we show that
the formation of the Cf -skeleton
H1pT,StN q ÝÑ StN -SkCf
is a closed immersion.
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1. Generalities on Stokes torsors
1.1. — Let D be a germ of normal crossing divisor at 0 P Cn and let i : D ÝÑ Cn be
the canonical inclusion. Let D1, . . . , Dm be the irreducible components of D. Let I
be a good set of irregular values with poles contained in D in the sense of [Moc11b].
For every a P I, set
Ea “ pOCn,0p˚Dq, d´ daq
We fix once for all a germ of unramified good meromorphic flat bundle of rank r of
the form
(1.1.1) pN ,∇N q :“
à
aPI
Ea bRa
where Ra is a germ of regular meromorphic connection with poles along D. We
also fix a basis ea of Ra. We denote by Ea the C-vector space generated by ea,
E :“ ‘aPIEa, ia : Ea ÝÑ E the canonical inclusion and pa : E ÝÑ Ea the canonical
projection.
Note that in dimension ą 1, an arbitrary meromorphic connection may not
have a formal model of the shape (1.1.1), but we know from works of Kedlaya
[Ked10][Ked11] and Mochizuki [Moc09][Moc11b] that such a model exists (up to
ramification) at each point after enough suitable blow-ups.
1.2. Recollection on asymptotic analysis. — As references for asymptotic ana-
lysis and good connections, let us mention [Maj84], [Sab12] and [Moc11b]. For
i “ 1, . . . ,m, let rXi ÝÑ Cn be the real blow-up of Cn along Di and let p : rX ÝÑ Cn
be the fiber product of the rXi. We have rX » pr0,`8rˆS1qm ˆ Cn´m and p reads
pprk, θkqk, yq ÝÑ pprkeiθkqk, yq
In particular, we have an open immersion jD : CnzD ÝÑ rX and T :“ p´1p0q is
isomorphic to pS1qm.
LetA be the sheaf on T of holomorphic functions on CnzD admitting an asymptotic
development along D. Let AăD be the subsheaf of A of functions asymptotic to 0
along D. These sheaves are endowed with a structure of p´1DCn,0-module and there
is a canonical asymptotic development morphism
AS0 : A // CJz1, . . . , znK
where CJz1, . . . znK has to be thought of as the constant sheaf on T.
For a germ pM,∇q of flat meromorphic connection at 0, the module p´1M makes
sense in a neighbourhood of T in rX. Thus,ĂM :“ AbOCn,0 p´1M
is a p´1DC,0-module on T. Let DR ĂM be the De Rham complex of ĂM and let
DRăDM be the De Rham complex of ĂM with coefficients in AăD.
For ξ P H0 DRMp0, we denote by H0ξ DR ĂM the subsheaf of H0 DR ĂM of sectionsrξ which are asymptotic to ξ, that is
pAS0b idMqprξq “ ξ
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We set
IsomisopM,N q :“ H0iso DRHompĂM, rN q
Mochizuki’s asymptotic development theorem [Moc11b]p1q implies that the sheaf
IsomisopM,N q is a torsor under StN pCq defined below.
1.3. Stokes hyperplane. — For a, b P I, the function
Fa,b :“ Repa´ bq|z´ ordpa´bq|
induces a C8 function on B rX. We denote by Ha,b its vanishing locus on T. The Ha,b
are the Stokes hyperplanes of I. Concretely,
a´ b “ fabzordpa´bq
with fabp0q ‰ 0 and ordpa ´ bq “ ´pαabp1q, . . . , αabpmqq, where αabpkq ě 0 for
k “ 1, . . . ,m. Hence, Fa,b induces
(1.3.1) pprk, θkq1ďkďm, pzkqm`1ďkďnq ÝÑ Re fabprkeiθk , zkqe´i
řm
k“1 αabpkqθk
Set fabp0q “ rabeiθab with 0 ď θab ă 2pi. The restriction of (1.3.1) to T is
(1.3.2) pθ1, . . . , θmq ÝÑ cospθab ´
mÿ
k“1
αabpkqθkq
From now on, we see T as Rm{2piZm and we denote by pi : Rm ÝÑ T the canonical
projection. For l P Z, let Ha,bplq be the hyperplane of Rm given by
mÿ
k“1
αabpkqθk “ θab ` pi
2
` lpi
and define
Zab “
ğ
lPZ
Ha,bplq
Then Ha,b “ pipZabq.
If S is a product of strict intervals, S is homeomorphic via Rm ÝÑ T to an open
UpSq Ă Rm. Since Zab “ Zab ` 2piZm we have
Ha,b X S “ pipZabq X S “ pipZab X UpSqq » Zab X UpSq “
ğ
lPZ
Ha,bplq X UpSq
Hence, the connected components of Ha,b X S correspond via UpSq » S to the non
empty intersections between UpSq and the Ha,bplq.
p1qsee also [Hie09] for an account of the proof.
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1.4. The Stokes sheaf. Definition and local structure. — For a, b P I and S
any subset of T, we define following [Moc11b] a partial order ăS on I as follows
(1.4.1) a ăS b if and only if Fa,bpxq ă 0 for all x P S
We use notations from 1.1. For every R P C-alg, we define StN pRq as the subsheaf
of R bC pjD˚H0 DR EndN q|T of sections of the form Id`f where pafib “ 0 unless
a ăS b.
Suppose that S is contained in a product of strict open intervals. For a P I, the
regular connection Ra admits in the basis ea a fundamental matrix of flat sections
Fa on S. Set F :“ ‘aPIFa and D :“ ‘aPIa Id. For every h P pjD˚H0 DR EndN q|S ,
a standard computation shows that the derivatives of e´DF´1hFeD are 0. We thus
have a well-defined isomorphism
(1.4.2) pjD˚H0 DR EndN q|S „ // EndE
For every C-vector space I, we obtain a commutative diagram
(1.4.3) ΓpS, I bC jD˚H0 DR EndN q „ // I bC EndE
I bC ΓpS, jD˚H0 DR EndN q
„
55OO
Hence, the canonical morphism
(1.4.4) I bC ΓpS, jD˚H0 DR EndN q ÝÑ ΓpS, I bC jD˚H0 DR EndN q
is an isomorphism. Applying this to I “ R, we see that (1.4.3) identifies ΓpS,StN pRqq
with the space of h P R bC EndE such that paph ´ Idqib “ 0 unless a ăS b. In
particular, StN pRq is a sheaf of unipotent algebraic groups over R.
If S 1 Ă S are as above and if R ÝÑ S is a morphism of rings, the following diagram
ΓpS,StN pRqq //

((
ΓpS 1,StN pRqq

vv
RbC EndE

S bC EndE
ΓpS,StN pSqq //
66
ΓpS 1,StN pSqq
hh
commutes. Hence, horizontal arrows are injective. If R ÝÑ S is injective, vertical
arrows are injective and we have further
(1.4.5) ΓpS,StN pRqq “ ΓpS 1,StN pRqq X ΓpS,StN pSqq
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1.5. Restriction to curves. — Let ι : C ÝÑ Cn be a germ of smooth curve passing
through 0 and non included in D. Let rι : rC ÝÑ rX be the induced morphism at the
level of the real blow-ups and. We still denote by rι : B rC ÝÑ T the induced morphism
at the level of the boundaries. Note that rι is injective. We set ι˚I :“ ta ˝ ι, a P Iu.
By goodness property of I, restriction to C induces a preserving order bijection
I ÝÑ ι˚I, that is for every x P B rC and a, b P I, we have a ărιpxq b if and only if
a ˝ ι ăx b ˝ ι. Hence, the canonical isomorphism
rι´1pjD˚H0 DR EndN q „ // pj0˚H0 DR EndNCq|B rC
deduced from Cauchy-Kowaleska theorem for flat connections induces for every R P C-
alg a canonical isomorphism
rι´1 StN pRq „ // StNC pRq
compatible with (1.4.2).
1.6. Preferred matricial representations in dimension 1. — Let us now re-
strict to the dimension 1 case and let d and d1 be two consecutive Stokes line of I. Let
a1, . . . , ak be the elements of I noted in increasing order for the total order ăsd,d1r.
In the basis e :“ pea1 , . . . , eakq, the morphism (1.4.2) identifies g P Γpsd, d1r,StN pRqq
with the subgroup of GLrpRq of upper-triangular matrices with only 1 on the diago-
nal. Let I be a strict open interval meeting sd, d1r. For i P J1, rK, let ji P J1, kK such
that ei is an element of eaji . Note that ji increases with i. We denote by JumpN pIq
the set of pi1, i2q, 1 ď i1 ă i2 ď r, such that ji1 ă ji2 and aji1 ćI aji2 .
1.7. Stokes torsors. — For T P H1pT,StN pRqq and a map of ring ϕ : R ÝÑ S,
we denote by T pSq the push-forward of T to S. Concretely, if T is given by a
cocycle pgijq, a cocycle for T pSq is pϕpgijqq. There is a canonical morphism of sheaves
T ÝÑ T pSq equivariant for the morphism of sheaves of groups StN pRq ÝÑ StN pSq.
If t is a section of T , we denote by tpSq the associated section of T pSq.
For T P H1pT,StN pRqq, let TTH1pT,StN q be the tangent space of H1pT,StN q at
T . By definition, this is the set of T 1 P H1pT,StN pRrsqq such that T 1pRq “ T .
1.8. Automorphisms of Stokes torsors. — In this subsection, we give a proof
of the following
Proposition 1.8.1. — Stokes torsors have no non trivial isomorphisms.
Proof. — Using restriction to curve, we are left to treat the one dimensional case.
To simplify notations, we denote by H1 the affine space representing the functor
H1pS1,StN q and by CrH1s its algebra of functions. Let d1, . . . , dN be the Stokes
lines of N indexed consecutively by Z{NZ. We denote by
StH
1
N ,di :“ H1 ˆC StN ,di
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the base change of the complex algebraic group StN ,di to H1. Let T univN be the
universal Stokes torsor given by Babbitt-Varadarajan representability theorem in di-
mension 1. For each i P Z{NZ, let us choose a trivialisation of T univN on the intervalsdi´1, di`1r and let
gunivii`1 P Γ
`sdi, di`1r,StN pCrH1sq˘
be the associated cocycle. Let G ÝÑ H1 be the subgroup scheme ofź
iPZ{NZ
StH
1
N ,di
of N -uples ph1, . . . , hN q satisfying
hig
univ
ii`1 “ gunivii`1hi`1
in H1ˆCGLr. For R P C-alg, T P H1pS1,StN pRqq corresponds to a unique morphism
of C-algebras f : CrH1s ÝÑ R, and a cocycle for T is given by applying f to the
gunivii`1. Hence, automorphisms of T are in bijection with R-points of SpecR ˆH1 G.
To prove 1.8.1, we are thus left to prove that G is the trivial group scheme over H1,
that is, that the structural morphism of G is an isomorphism.
As a complex algebraic group, G is smooth. The affine scheme H1 is smooth as
well. So to prove that G ÝÑ H1 is an isomorphism, it is enough to prove that it
induces a bijection at the level of the underlying topological spaces. This can be
checked above each point of H1, that is to say after base change to a field K of finite
type over C. It is enough to show the bijectivity after base change to an algebraic
closure K of K. Hence, we are left to prove Theorem 1.8.1 for R “ K. By Lefschetz
principle, we can suppose R “ C.
Let T P H1pS1,StN pCqq and let pgijq be a cocycle of T with respect to an open
cover pUiq. As already seen, an automorphism of T is equivalent to the data of sections
hi P ΓpUi,StN pCqq satisfying
(1.8.2) higij “ gijhj
The cocycle g defines an element of H1pS1, Id`MrpAă0qq. At the cost of refining
the cover, Malgrange-Sibuya theorem [BV89, I 4.2.1] asserts the existence of sections
xi P ΓpUi,GLrpAqq such that xix´1j “ gij on Uij . Since
x´1i hixi “ x´1j pg´1ij higijqxj “ x´1j hjxj
the x´1i hixi glue into a global section of Id`MrpAă0q. Since Aă0 has no non zero
global section, we deduce hi “ Id for every i and 1.8.1 is proved.
1.9. I-good open sets. — A I-good open set at x P T is a product S of strict
intervals containing x and such that" S XHa,b “ H if x R Ha,b
S XHa,b is connected if x P Ha,b
Every x P T admits a fundamental system of neighbourhoods which are I-good open
sets.
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Lemma 1.9.1. — For every R P C-alg and every StN pRq-torsors T , the restriction
of T to a I-good open set S at x P T is trivial.
Proof. — Let Ha1,b1 , . . . ,Hak,bk be the Stokes hyperplanes passing through x. For
I Ă J1, kK non empty, we set
HI :“
č
iPI
pHai,bi X Sq
Finally, we set HH “ S. Let us choose t P Tx. We argue by decreasing recursion on
d that t extends to
Hpdq :“
ď
IĂJ1,kK,|I|“dHI
We know by I-goodness that Hpkq is homeomorphic to a R-vector space. Since the
order (1.4.1) is constant on Hpkq, the sheaf of group StN pRq is constant on Hpkq, the
section t extends uniquely to Hpkq. We now suppose d ă k and assume that t extends
to Hpd` 1q into a section that we still denote by t. If we set
HI` :“
ď
iPJ1,kKzIHIYtiu and H
´
I :“ HIzHI`
We have set theoretically
Hpdq “ Hpd` 1q
ğ ğ
IĂJ1,kK
|I|“d
H´I
Hence, we have to extend t to each H´I in a compatible way. Let I Ă J1, kK of cardinal
d. By admissibility, the data of the HIYtiu, i P J1, kKzI inside HI is topologically
equivalent to that of a finite number of hyperplanes in a R-vector space. Hence, a
connected component FI P pi0pH´I q is contractible and HI` Ă Hpd ` 1q admits an
open neighbourhood U whose trace on FI is connected. Since the order (1.4.1) is
constant on FI , the sheaf of group StN pRq is constant on FI . Hence, t|UXFI extends
uniquely to a section tFI on FI . If F 1I P pi0pH´I q is distinct from FI ,
FI X F 1I Ă HI`
hence t|HI` and the tFI glue into a section tI of T on HI . For I 1 Ă J1, kK distinct
from I 1 and of cardinal d, and FI1 P pi0pH´I1q, we have
FI X FI1 Ă HI XHI1 Ă Hpd` 1q
Hence t and the tI and glue into a section of T over Hpdq and 1.9.1 is proved.
2. Skeletons and Stokes torsors
Let X be a smooth real manifold. Let C be a set of closed curves in X, let ShX
be the category of sheaves on X, set
IntC :“
ď
C,C1PC
C X C 1
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and for every x P IntC , set C pxq :“ tC P C with x P Cu.
2.1. Definition. — We define the category of C -skeleton SkXpC q on X as the
category whose objects are systems pFC , ιC q where FC “ pFCqCPC is a family of
sheaves on the curves C P C , and where ιC is a collection of identifications
ιC,C1pxq : FC,x „ // FC1,x
for x P IntC and C,C 1 P C pxq, satisfying
ιC,Cpxq “ id
ιC,C1pxq “ ι´1C1,Cpxq
ιC,C2pxq “ ιC1,C2ιC,C1pxq
A morphism pFC , ιC q ÝÑ pGC , κC q in SkXpC q is a collection of morphisms of sheaves
fC : FC ÝÑ GC such that the following diagrams commute for every x P IntC and
C,C 1 P C pxq
FC,x „ //
fC,x

FC1,x
fC1,x

GC,x „ // GC1,x
Restriction induces a functor skC : ShX ÝÑ SkXpC q called the C -skeleton functor.
2.2. Coskeleton. — We now suppose that C covers X, that is every x P X belongs
to at least one C P C . Take pFC , ιC q P SkXpC q. The set
EpFC q :“
ğ
CPC ,xPC
FC,x
is endowed with the equivalence relation
pC, x, s P FC,xq „ pC 1, x, s1 P FC1,xq if and only if s1 “ ιC,C1pxqpsq
Let EpFC , ιC q be the quotient of EpFC q by this relation. The surjection EpFC q ÝÑ
X induces a surjection p : EpFC , ιC q ÝÑ X. Let coskC pFC , ιC q be the functor
associating to every open U in X the set of sections s of p over U such that for every
C P C , there exists sC P ΓpU X C,FCq satisfying for every x P U X C
spxq “ pC, x, sCpxqq in EpFC , ιC q
Equivalently, if spC, xq denotes the unique representative of spxq associated to pC, xq,
the above equation means spC, xq “ sCpxq in FC,x.
The functor coskC pFC , ιC q is trivially a presheaf on X and one checks that it
is sheaf. We thus have a well-defined functor coskC : SkXpC q ÝÑ ShX called the
C -coskeleton functor.
Lemma 2.2.1. — The functor coskC is right adjoint to skC .
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Proof. — Let F P ShX and let pGC , ιC q P SkXpC q. We have to define a natural
bijection
HomSkXpC qpskC F , pGC , ιC qq // HomShX pF , coskC pGC , ιC qq
A morphism f :“ pfC : F|C ÝÑ GCqCPC in the left-hand side induces a well-defined
map
EpskC Fq // EpGC , ιC q
associating to the class of pC, x, s P Fxq the class of pC, x, fC,xpsq P GC,xq. Let U be
an open in X. A section s P ΓpU,Fq induces a section to EpskC Fq ÝÑ X over U ,
from which we deduce a section adjpfqpsq of EpGC , ιC q ÝÑ X over U . For C P C ,
the section adjpfqpsq is induced on U X C by fCps|UXCq P ΓpU X C,GCq. Hence,
adjpfqpsq P ΓpU, coskC pGC , ιC qq. We have thus constructed a morphism of sheaves
adjpfq : F ÝÑ coskC pGC , ιC q
such that the following diagram commutes
F|C
adjpfq|C
//
fC
))
coskC pGC , ιC q|C

GC
where the vertical morphism sends a germ of section at x P C to its unique representa-
tive in GC,x. Thus, adj : HomSkXpC qpskC F , pGC , ιC qq ÝÑ HomShX pF , coskC pGC , ιC qq
is well-defined and injective. It is a routine check to see that adj is surjective.
2.3. Torsor and skeleton. — Let G be a sheaf of groups on X. The canonical
morphism
(2.3.1) G ÝÑ coskC skC G
is injective and we suppose from now on that it is also surjective.
Definition 2.3.2. — A G-skeleton torsor is the data of an object pFC , ιC q P SkXpC q
such that for every C P C , the sheaf FC is a G|C-torsor such that for every C,C 1 P C
and for every x P C X C 1, the following diagram commutes
(2.3.3) G|C,x ˆ FC,x

ιC,C1,GpxqˆιC,C1 pxq
// G|C1,x ˆ FC1,x

FC,x
ιC,C1 pxq
// FC1,x
where ιC,C1,Gpxq is the composite of the canonical morphisms G|C,x „ÝÑ Gx „ÐÝ G|C1,x.
We denote by G-SkC the category of G-skeleton torsors on X with respect to C .
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Let pFC , ιC q be a G-skeleton torsors. The morphism (2.3.1) and the compatibilities
(2.3.3) show that coskC pFC , ιC q is endowed with an action of G. Let U be an open of
X and let s, t P ΓpU, coskC pFC , ιC qq. For every C P C meeting U , the sections s and
t are induced on C by sC , tC P ΓpU XC,FCq. Since FC is a G|C-torsor, there exists a
unique gC P ΓpU XC,Gq such that tC “ gCsC . From (2.3.3), we see that the pgCqCPC
define a section of coskC G over U . Since (2.3.1) is supposed to be an isomorphism,
we deduce t “ gs for a unique g P ΓpU,Gq. Hence, coskC pFC , ιC q is a pseudo-torsor.
It may not be a torsor in general.
2.4. Stokes Torsors and skeletons. — For θ “ pθ1, . . . , θmq P r0, 2pirm and ν “
pν1, . . . , νmq P pN˚qm, we define Cθ,ν as the curve of Cn defined by
t ÝÑ peiθ1tν1 , . . . , eiθmtνm , 0q
It gives rise to a curve B rCθ,ν » S1 on T explicitly given by
θ ÝÑ pθ1 ` ν1θ, . . . , θm ` νmθq
From this point on, we apply the previous formalism to$&%
X “ T
C “ tB rCθ,ν , θ P r0, 2pirm, ν P pN˚qmu
G “ StN pRq
where R P C-alg.
Remark 2.4.1. — Proposition 1.8.1 shows that the category StN pRq-SkC is a setoïd,
that is a groupoïd whose objects have exactly one automorphism. We still denote by
StN pRq-SkC the set of isomorphism classes of objects in this category.
As explained in 2.3, the coskeleton of a StN pRq-skeleton torsor is a StN pRq-pseudo
torsor due to the following
Lemma 2.4.2. — The canonical morphism
(2.4.3) StN pRq ÝÑ coskC skC StN pRq
is an isomorphism.
Proof. — It is enough to show surjectivity over an I-good open set S for x P T. As
explained in 1.4, a choice of fundamental matrix for the Ra, a P I on S induces a
commutative diagram
ΓpS,StN pRqq

//
Ů
xPS StN pRqx

ΓpS, coskC skC StN pRqqoo
uu
GLrpRq // GLrpRqS
with injective arrows and where the bottom arrow associates to g P GLrpRq the
function constant to g on T. Hence, we have to show that the function S ÝÑ GLrpRq
induced by a section of coskC skC StN pRq over S is constant. Since it is constant
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over every admissible curve and since two points in S can always been connected by
intervals lying on admissible curves, we are done.
Let S be an I-good open set of T. A C -polygon of S is the image by the canonical
surjection pi : Rm ÝÑ T of a convex polygon P Ă Rm with at least 3 edges such that
pipP q Ă S and the image of an edge E lies on a curve CpEq P C . We introduce the
following
Definition 2.4.4. — A StN pRq-skeleton torsor pTC , ιC q P StN pRq-SkC is said to
be admissible if for every I-good open set S, every C -polygon pi : P ÝÑ S with edge
Ei “ rxi, xi`1s, i P Z{NZ, every ti P ΓppipEiq, TCpEiqq, i “ 1, . . . , N ´ 1 such that
tippipxi`1qq “ ti`1ppipxi`1qq in EpTC , ιC q
there exists a (necessarily unique) tN P ΓppipEN q, TCpEN qq satisfying
tN ppipxN qq “ tN´1ppipxN qq and tN ppipx1qq “ t1ppipx1qq in EpTC , ιC q
Again, the category StN pRq-AdSkC is a setoïd. We still denote by StN pRq-AdSkC
the set of isomorphism classes of objects in this category.
2.5. Proof of Theorem 4. — If we prove that the skeleton of a Stokes-torsor is
admissible, and that the coskeleton of an admissible Stokes-skeleton is a torsor, we are
done since the adjunction maps provided by 2.2.1 will automatically be isomorphisms.
Let T P H1pT,StN pRqq. Let S be an I-good open set, let pi : P ÝÑ S be a C -
polygon, and let t be a section of T on pipP zsxN , x1rq. From 1.9.1, T admits a section
s on S. Hence, there exists a section g of StN pRq over pipP zsxN , x1rq such that t “ gs
and we are left to prove that g extends to pipP q. For a, b P I with Ha,b meeting S, we
have to show that
a ăpipP zsxN ,x1rq b ùñ a ăpipsxN ,x1rq b
By I-goodness, SzpS X Ha,bq has only two connected components C˘ab. They are
convex. If pipP zsxN , x1rq Ă C´ab, so does the segment piprxN , x1sq by convexity and we
are done.
Let pTC , ιC q P StN pRq-AdSkC and let us prove that coskC pTC , ιC q is a torsor
under StN pRq. For x P T, we have to prove that the germ of coskC pTC , ιC q at x is
not empty. Let
Spx, q :“
mź
i“1
sxi ´ , xi ` r
be an I-good open set at x, choose s P EpTC q above x. Set
Spx, q´ :“
mź
i“1
sxi ´ , xir and Spx, q` :“
mź
i“1
sxi, xi ` r
We are going to "transport" the germ s in two steps to the open Spx, {2q. We first
transport it to Spx, q` and Spx, q´.
For C P C pxq, let Cpxq be the connected component of C X Spx, q containing x.
By admissibility, the set Ha,b X Cpxq is either empty or reduced to txu. Hence, the
restriction of TC to Cpxq contains at most one Stokes line, which is txu if there is one.
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Lemma 1.9.1 thus shows that the unique representative of s in TC,x extends uniquely
to a section sCpxq P ΓpCpxq, TCq. Two distinct Cpxq and C 1pxq meet only at x, so we
have a well-defined section of EpTC , ιC q ÝÑ T above
Spx, q` ˆ txu ˆ Spx, q´
that we still denote by s, noting spyq its value at a point y. We now extend s to
Spx, {2q using the admissibility condition. Let y P Spx, {2q. If 1 denotes the m-uple
p1, . . . , 1q, we can choose y˘ P B rCy,1 X Spx, q˘. Admissibility applied to the triangle
y´xy` and the sections sry´,xs, srx,y`s gives a unique ty´,y` P Γpry´, y`s, TB rCy,1q such
that
ty´,y`py´q “ spy´q and ty´,y`py`q “ spy`q in EpTC , ιC q
If y 1` P B rCy,1 X Spx, q` is another choice, the sections ty´,y` and ty´,y1` coincide at
y´. Hence they coincide on ry´, y`sXry´, y 1` s. Arguing similarly with y´, we deduce
that ty´,y` does not depend on the choice of y` and y´. We have thus constructed a
section
ty P ΓpB rCy,1 X Spx, q, TB rCy,1q
We now show that y ÝÑ typyq defines a section of coskC pTC , ιC q over Spx, {2q. Let
C P C and let y0 P CXSpx, {2q. It is enough to show that y ÝÑ typyq is induced by a
section of TC on a small enough interval of C contained in Spx, {2q and containing y0.
One can choose such a non trivial interval ry1, y2s in a way that it admits a translate
ry1`, y2`s contained in Spx, {2q` with y`i P B rCyi,1 for i “ 1, 2. The situation can be
depicted as follows:
In particular, ry1`, y2`s is an interval of a translate C` of C. Since C is stable by
translation, we have C` P C . Admissibility applied to the triangle y1`xy2` and the
sections sry1`,xs, sry2`,xs gives a unique sy1`,y2` P Γpry1`, y2`s, TC`q such that
sy1`,y2`py1`q “ spy1`q and sy2`,y2`py2`q “ spy2`q in EpTC , ιC q
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Note that sy1`,y2`pyq “ spyq for every y P ry1`, y2`s. Indeed, we know by admissibility
applied to yxy2` that there exists a unique section sy,y2` P Γpry1, y2`s, TC`q such that
sy,y2`pyq “ spyq and sy,y2`py2`q “ spy2`q in EpTC , ιC q
Since sy1`,y2` and sy,y2` coincide at y2`, they are equal on ry, y2`s, so
sy1`,y2`pyq “ sy,y2`pyq “ spyq in EpTC , ιC q
By admissibility applied to the parallelogram y1y1`y2`y2 and the sections ty1|ry1,y1`s,
sy1`,y2` and ty2|ry2,y2`s, there exists a unique section t P Γpry1, y2s, TCq such that
tpy1q “ ty1py1q and tpy2q “ ty2py2q in EpTC , ιC q
We are left to show that t coincides with y ÝÑ typyq on ry1, y2s. Let y P ry1, y2s. The
line B rCy,1 and the segment ry1`, y2`s meet at a point y`. Admissibility applied to the
parallelogram yy2y2`y` and the sections ty|ry,y`s, ty2|ry2,y2`s, sy1`,y2`|ry`,y2`s gives a
section t1 P Γpry, y2s, TCq such that
t1pyq “ typyq and t1py2q “ ty2py2q in EpTC , ιC q
Since t1 and t are two sections of TC coinciding at y2, they are equal on ry, y2s. Hence
tpyq “ t1pyq “ typyq in EpTC , ιC q
From the construction of y ÝÑ typyq out of s, we deduce that
(2.5.1) ΓpSpx, {2q, coskC pTC , ιC qq // EpTC , ιC qx
is surjective. In particular, the left-hand side of (2.5.1) is not empty. Since the sheaf
coskC pTC , ιC q is a pseudo-torsor, (2.5.1) is also injective. Taking the colimit over 
gives an identification
coskC pTC , ιC qx „ // EpTC , ιC qx
and Theorem 4 is proved.
As a corollary of Theorem 4, we see that admissibility is stable under base change.
This is not clear a priori if one considers only a subset of C . Hence, the assignment
R ÝÑ StN pRq-AdSkC is a well-defined functor. As a direct consequence of 1.9.1, we
have the following
Corollary 2.5.2. — Let pTC , ιC q P StN pRq-AdSkC . For every C P C and every
interval I Ă C contained in an I-good open set, the torsor TC is trivial on I.
2.6. A monomorphism into an affine scheme. — One can find a finite family
C pIq Ă C for which there exists a finite family P of closed parallelotops covering T
such that for every P PP, the following holds
(1) P is contained in an open which is I-good for its center xP .
(2) every edge of P is contained in a curve of C pIq.
(3) for P1,P2 PP, there exists x12 P P1XP2, x1 P P1 and x2 P P2 such that rxPi , xis
and rxi, x12s, i “ 1, 2 lie on curves of C pIq.
Condition p3q will be used in section 4 only.
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Lemma 2.6.1. — For every R P C-alg, the map
(2.6.2) H1pT,StN pRqq // StN pRq-SkC pIq
is injective.
Proof. — We set
CpIq :“
ď
CPC pIq
C
Let T1, T2 P H1pT,StN pRqq such that skC pIqpT1q “ skC pIqpT2q and let
f : T1|CpIq ÝÑ T2|CpIq
be the induced isomorphism. Let P P P. From 1.9.1, we can choose sections ti P
ΓpP, Tiq. Let g P ΓpP X CpIq,StN pRqq such that fpt1q “ gt2 on P X CpIq. If a Stokes
hyperplan Hab meets P, then it meets an edge of P, so it meets P X C pIq. Hence,
g extends uniquely to P, so f extends uniquely to an isomorphism fP over P. Let
P1,P2 PP with P1XP2 ‰ H. The transition functions of StN pRq between connected
sets are injective. Hence, fP1 and fP2 coincide on the convex P1XP2 if they coincide
at a point of P1 X P2. Since P1 X P2 contains a point lying on the edge of P1 or P2,
we are done. Hence, the fP glue into a global isomorphism between T1 et T2.
To justify the title of this subsection, we are left to prove the representability of
StN -SkC pIq by an affine scheme.
Lemma 2.6.3. — For every finite set of curves Cf Ă C , the functor StN -SkCf is
representable by an affine scheme of finite type over C.
Proof. — For C P Cf , let T univNC be the universal Stokes torsor for NC given by
Babbitt-Varadarajan representability theorem in dimension 1. For x P IntCf and
C P Cf pxq, choose tx,C P T univNC ,x. Let R P C-alg.
For every C P Cf , let TC be a StNC pRq-torsor and let pιC,C1pxqq be a system of
compatibilities as in (2.3.3). There exists an isomorphism isoTC : T univNC pRq ÝÑ TC
and we know from Theorem 1.8.1 that it is unique. For x P IntCf and C,C 1 P Cf pxq,
define gxpTC , TC1q as the unique element of StN ,xpRq satisfying
ιC,C1pxqpisoTC ptx,CpRqqq “ gxpTC , TC1q isoTC1 ptx,C1pRqq
From Theorem 1.8.1, we have a well-defined injective morphism of functors
StN -SkCf ÝÑ
ź
CPCf
H1pS1,StNC q ˆ
ź
xPIntCf
St
Cf pxq2
N ,x
identifying StN -SkCf with the subfunctor of
(2.6.4)
ź
CPCf
H1pS1,StNC q ˆ
ź
xPIntCf
St
Cf pxq2
N ,x
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of families pT , gq satisfying for every x P IntCf and every C,C 1 P Cf pxq,
gx,C,C “ id
gx,C,C1 “ g´1x,C1,C
gx,C,C2 “ gx,C,C1gx,C1,C2
Those conditions are algebraic, so they identify StN -SkCf with a closed subscheme of
(2.6.4).
Taking the limit over finite subsets of C gives the following
Corollary 2.6.5. — The functor StN -SkC is representable by an affine scheme.
3. Sheaf property and tangent spaces of H1pT,StN q
3.1. A technical lemma. — In this subsection, we work in dimension 1. Let
f : R ÝÑ S be a morphism of rings. Let I “sa, br be a strict interval of S1, let
a ă d1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă dk ă b be the Stokes lines of N contained in I. Set d0 “ a, dk`1 “ b
and Ii :“sdi´1, di`1r for i “ 1, . . . , k. The following lemma is obvious when f is
surjective. This is however the injective case that will be relevant to us.
Lemma 3.1.1. — For every T P H1pI, StN pRqq such that T pSq is trivial, there
exists ti P ΓpIi, T q for every i “ 1, . . . , k such that the tipSq glue into a global section
of T pSq on I.
Proof. — We argue by recursion on the number of Stokes lines in I. The case k “ 1 is
implied by 1.9.1. Suppose k ą 1 and let t1i P ΓpIi, T q for i “ 1, . . . , k´1 as given by the
recursion hypothesis applied to J :“sa, dkr. From 1.9.1, we can choose t1k P ΓpIk, T q
and we want to modify the t1i, i “ 1, . . . , k so that the conclusion of 3.1.1 holds.
Since T pSq is trivial, we choose t P ΓpI, T pSqq and denote by t1 P ΓpJ, T pSqq the
gluing of the t1ipSq for i “ 0, . . . , k ´ 1. We write t1 “ gt with g P ΓpJ, StN pSqq and
t1kpSq “ ht with h P ΓpIk,StN pSqq. In the matricial representation 1.6 induced byăsdk´1,dkr, the automorphisms g and h correspond to upper triangular matrices. We
argue by recursion on d that at the cost of modifying the t1i, we can always suppose
that g and h have the same j-diagonal for j “ 1, . . . , d. For d “ 1, there is nothing
to do. Suppose d ą 1 and write g “ Id`M and h “ Id`N where M and N are
nilpotent matrices. On Ik´1 X Ik we have t1k´1 “ γt1k with γ P ΓpIk´1 X Ik,StN pRqq.
Hence, on Ik´1 X Ik
gt “ t1 “ γpSqt1kpSq “ γpSqht
so we deduce
gh´1 “ id`
rÿ
j“0
p´1qjpM ´NqN j “ γpSq
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We denote by DiagipAq the i-upper diagonal of a matrix A. Since DiagipMq “
DiagipNq for i “ 1, . . . , d, we have Dd`1ppM ´NqN jq “ 0 unless j “ 0. Hence$&% Mi,i`d ´Ni,i`d “ fpγi,i`dq if pi, i` dq R JumpN pJq Y JumpN pIkqMi,i`d “ fpγi,i`dq if pi, i` dq P JumpN pIkq
Ni,i`d “ ´fpγi,i`dq if pi, i` dq P JumpN pJq
Let us define A,B P GLrpRq as follows"
Ai,i`d “ ´γi,i`d if pi, i` dq P JumpN pIkqzpJumpN pJq X JumpN pIkqq
Ai,j “ 0 otherwise
and $&% Bi,i`d “ γi,i`d if pi, i` dq R JumpN pIkq Y JumpN pJqBi,i`d “ γi,i`d if pi, i` dq P JumpN pJqzpJumpN pJq X JumpN pIkqq
Bi,j “ 0 otherwise
Note that Id`A P ΓpJ, StN pRqq and Id`B P ΓpIk,StN pRqq. For i “ 1, . . . , d ` 1,
we have DiagipfpAqMq “ DiagipfpBqNq “ 0. If i ă d ` 1, we deduce by recursion
hypothesis
DiagippId`fpAqqgq “ DiagipIdq `DiagipMq
“ DiagipIdq `DiagipNq
“ DiagippId`fpBqqhq
Finally, we have by definition of A and B
Diagd`1ppId`fpAqqgq “ Diagd`1pfpAq `Mq
“ Diagd`1pfpBq `Nq
“ Diagd`1ppId`fpBqqhq
Replacing the t1i by pId`Aqt1i for i “ 1, . . . , k ´ 1 and t1k by pId`Bqt1k changes g
into pId`fpAqqg and h into pId`fpBqqh. Keeping on with this process leads to a
situation where g “ h.
We deduce the following
Corollary 3.1.2. — If R ÝÑ S is an etale cover and if I is an interval of S1, then
T P H1pI, StN pRqq is trivial iff T pSq is trivial.
Proof. — The only statement requiring a proof is the converse statement. By Babbitt-
Varadarajan representability and descent [Gro71], the functor H1pS1,StN q is a sheaf
so 3.1.2 is known for I “ S1. If I is a strict interval, this is a consequence of 3.1.1
since an etale cover is an injective morphism of rings.
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3.2. Sheaf property. — The goal of this subsection is to prove the following
Lemma 3.2.1. — The functor StN -AdSkC is a sheaf for the etale topology on C-alg.
Proof. — From 2.6.5 and descent [Gro71], the functor StN -SkC is a sheaf for the
etale topology. In particular, the subfunctor StN -AdSkC is a presheaf. To prove that
it is a sheaf, we are left to show that for every etale cover R ÝÑ S, a Stokes skeleton
pTC , ιC q P StN -SkC pRq is admissible if pTC pSq, ιC pSqq is admissible.
Let S be a I-good open set, let pi : P ÝÑ S be a C -polygon with vertices Ei “
rxi, xi`1s, i P Z{NZ, let ti P ΓppipEiq, TCpEiqq, i “ 1, . . . , N ´ 1 such that
tippipxi`1qq “ ti`1ppipxi`1qq in EpTC , ιC q
Let t1 P ΓprxN , x1s, TCpEN qpSqq be the unique section satisfying
t1ppipxN qq “ tN´1pSqppipxN qq and t1ppipx1qq “ t1pSqppipx1qq in EpTC pSq, ιC pSqq
Since TCpEN qpSq is trivial on the strict closed interval piprxN , x1sq, it is trivial on a
strict open interval containing piprxN , x1sq. We deduce from 3.1.2 that TCpEN q is trivial
on piprxN , x1sq. Let t P ΓppiprxN , x1sq, TCpEN qq and let g P ΓppiprxN , x1sq,StN pSqq such
that t1 “ gtpSq. From (1.4.5) applied to Z “ piprxN , x1sq and Y “ pipx1q, we get that
g is defined over R. The section gt is the sought-after section.
3.3. Twisted Lie algebras, tangent space and obstruction theory. — For
R P C-alg, we denote by Lie StN pRq the sheaf of Lie algebras over R on T induced
by StN pRq. Concretely, Lie StN pRq is the subsheaf of R bC pjD˚H0 DR EndN q|T of
sections f satisfying pafib “ 0 unless a ăS b.
Let S “ pSiqiPK be a cover of T by good open subsets. For i1, . . . , ik P K, we set
as usual Si1...ik :“ XjSij . We define LipRq :“ Lie StN pRq|Si . Let T P H1pT,StN pRqq
and let g “ pgijq be a cocycle representing T . The identifications
LipRq|Sij „ÝÑ LjpRq|Sij
M ÝÑ g´1ij Mgij
allow to glue the LipRq into a sheaf of R-Lie algebras over T denoted by Lie StN pRqT
and depending only on T and not on g. Let us examine the first cocycle conditions
in the Cech complex of Lie StN pRqT . For t “ ptiqiPK P Cˇ0pS,Lie StN pRqT q, let di be
the unique representative of ti in ΓpSi, LipRqq. Then
pdtqij “ ti ´ tj
“ rdis ´ rdjs
“ rdi ´ gijdjg´1ij s
where r s denotes the class of an element of ΓpSi, LipRqq in ΓpSij ,Lie StN pRqT q.
For t “ ptijq P Cˇ1pS,Lie StN pRqT q, let αij be the unique representative of tij in
ΓpSij , LipRqq. The relation tij “ ´tji translates into αji “ ´g´1ij αijgij . Thus
pdtqijk “ tjk ` tki ` tij
“ rgijαjkg´1ij ` gikαkig´1ik ` αijs
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Let us now compute the tangent space of H1pT,StN q at T .
Lemma 3.3.1. — There is a canonical isomorphism of R-modules
(3.3.2) TTH1pT,StN q „ // Hˇ1pS,Lie StN pRqT q
Proof. — Let T P TTH1pT,StN q. A cocycle of T associated to the good cover
S can be written pgij ` ijq where the ij take value in the line C. The relation
gji ` ji “ pgij ` ijq´1 is equivalent to
ji “ ´g´1ij ijg´1ij
The cocycle condition is equivalent to
pgij ` ijqpgjk ` jkqpgki ` kiq “ Id
which is equivalent to the following equality in ΓpSij ,Lie StN pRqq
ijgjkgki ` gijjkgki ` gijgjkki “ 0
That is
(3.3.3) ijg´1ij ` gijjkgki ` g´1ki ki “ 0
Let us set αij “ ijg´1ij viewed as a section of Li over Sij and let tijpq be the class of
αij in Lie StN pRqT . We have tiipq “ rαiis “ 0 and
tjipq “ rαjis “ rjigijs “ ´rg´1ij ijs “ ´rαijs “ ´tijpq
The relations explicited in 3.3 show that (3.3.3) is equivalent to the tijpq defining
a cocycle of Lie StN pRqT . Its class in Hˇ1pS,Lie StN pRqT q does not depend on the
choice of a cocycle representing T. Indeed, suppose that pgij ` ijqij is cohomologous
to pgij ` νijqij , that is
gij ` νij “ pci ` diqpgij ` ijqpcj ` djq´1
where pci ` diqiPK P Cˇ0pS,StN pRrsqq. We obtain
(3.3.4) gij “ cigijc´1j
and
(3.3.5) νij “ ciijc´1j ` digijc´1j ´ cigijc´1j djc´1j
Relation (3.3.4) implies that the ci define an automorphism of T . From 1.8.1, we
deduce that ci “ Id for every i. Hence, (3.3.5) gives
νij “ ij ` digij ´ gijdj
Multiplying by g´1ij and taking the class in Lie StN pRqT gives
tijpνq “ tijpq ` rdi ´ gijdjg´1ij s
Hence, the morphism (3.3.2) is well-defined and is injective. One easily checks that it
is surjective.
One can show similarly (but we will not need it) that Hˇ2pS,Lie StN pRqT q provides
an obstruction theory for the functor H1pT,StN q at T .
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4. Proof of Theorem 1
4.1. Representability by an algebraic space. — Let S be a finite cover by
I-good open sets of T. Since the cocycle condition inź
S,S1PS
ΓpS X S 1,StN q
is algebraic, it defines a closed subscheme denoted by ZpS,StN q. From 1.9.1, the
morphism of presheaves
ZpS,StN q // H1pT,StN q
is surjective. Hence H1pT,StN q is the quotient in the category of presheaves of
ZpS,StN q by the algebraic group ź
SPS
ΓpS,StN q
From 1.8.1, this action is free. By Artin theorem [Art74, 6.3], see also [LM00, 10.4]
and [SP, 04S6], we deduce that the sheaf associated to H1pT,StN q is representable by
an algebraic space of finite type over C. From lemma 3.2.1, the functor H1pT,StN q is
a sheaf for the etale topology on C-alg, so it is isomorphic to its sheafification. Hence,
H1pT,StN q is representable by an algebraic space of finite type over C.
4.2. A closed immersion in an affine scheme of finite type. — The morphism
of algebraic spaces (2.6.2) is a monomorphism of finite type. Hence, it is separated and
quasi-finite [SP, Tag 0463]. Since a separated quasi-finite morphism is representable
[SP, Tag 03XX], we deduce that (2.6.2) is representable. Since StN -SkC pIq is a
scheme, we deduce that H1pT,StN q is representable by a scheme of finite type over
C. We still denote by H1pT,StN q this scheme. We are left to show that (2.6.2) is
a closed immersion. From [GD67, 18.12.6], closed immersions are the same thing
as proper monomorphisms. We are thus left to prove that (2.6.2) is proper. By
the valuative criterion for properness [GD61, 7.3.8], we have to prove that if R is a
discrete valuation ring with field of fraction K, for pTC pIq, ιC pIqq P StN -SkC pIqpRq
such that
pTC pIqpKq, ιC pIqpKqq “ skC pIqpTKq
where TK P H1pT,StN pKqq, there exists a (necessarily unique) T P H1pT,StN pRqq
such that skC pIqpT q “ pTC pIq, ιC pIqq (which then automatically implies T pKq “ TK).
Since R ÝÑ K is injective, it is enough to prove that TK is defined over R.
We make here an essential use of condition p3q of 2.6, so we depict it. For P PP,
let us choose tP P ΓpP, TKq. By assumption, xP belongs to a curve CP P C pIq. Let
sP P TCP ,xP , and let us write
tP,xP “ gPsPpKq with gP P StN pKqxP
Since P is contained in an I-good open set for xP , the section gP extends to P.
Replacing tP by g´1P tP , we can thus suppose that tP,xP “ sPpKq. Let P1,P2 P P
such that P1 X P2 ‰ H. We have to show that the transition matrix between tP1
and tP2 take value in R. For i “ 1, 2 we choose Ci P C pIq containing rxPi , xis
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and C 1i P C pIq containing rxi, x12s. The torsors TCipKq are trivial on rxPi , xis. Since
R ÝÑ K is injective, 3.1.1 ensures that the same is true for TCi . Similarly, the torsors
TC1i are trivial on rxi, x12s. Let us choose si P ΓprxPi , xis, TCiq and s1i P Γprxi, xs, TC1iq.
We have
tPi “ gisipKq in ΓprxPi , xis, TKq
where gi P ΓprxPi , xis,StN pKqq. Then
tPi,xPi “ gi,xPi si,xPi pKq “ sPipKq
Since sPi and si are both defined over R, so is gi,xPi . From (1.4.5), we deduce that
gi has coefficients in R. Hence, we have similarly on rxi, x12s
tPi “ g1is1ipKq with g1i P Γprxi, x12s,StN pRqq
Finally, s11 and s12 compare at x12 in terms of a matrix h with coefficient in R. If we
write tP2 “ g12tP1 on P1 XP2, we deduce g12 “ g12hg1´11 , so g12 has coefficients in R.
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.
5. The case where I is very good
5.1. Differential interpretration of StN . — From now on, we suppose that I is
very good. This means that for every a, b P I with a ‰ b, the pole locus of a ´ b is
exactly D. In particular, for every R P C-alg,
StN pRq “ Id`RbC H0 DRăD EndN
5.2. Tangent space and irregularity. — Let pM,∇, isoq be a good N -marked
connection. A choice of local trivialisations for T :“ IsomisopM,N q gives rise to an
isomorphism of sheaves on T
H0 DRăD EndM „ // Lie StN pCqT
Hence, for every i P N, there are canonical identifications
HipT,Lie StN pCqT q » HipT,H0 DRăD EndMq
» HipT,DRăD EndMq
» pHi Irr˚D EndMq0
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The second identification comes from the fact [Hie09, Prop. 1] that DRăD EndM
is concentrated in degree 0. The third identification comes from [Sab16, 2.2]. We
deduce the following
Lemma 5.2.1. — The tangent space of H1pT,StN q at T :“ IsomisopM,N q identi-
fies in a canonical way to pH1 Irr˚D EndMq0.
Proof. — Since T is paracompact, sheaf cohomology is computed by Cech cohomol-
ogy. Moreover, I-good opens form a basis of the topology of T. For two such covers
U and V with V refining U , lemma 3.3.1 provides a commutative diagram
TTH1pT,StN q
))uu
Hˇ1pU ,Lie StN pCqT q // Hˇ1pV,Lie StN pCqT q
where the diagonal arrows are isomorphisms. Hence, the vertical arrow is an isomor-
phism and 5.2.1 is proved.
5.3. Proof of Theorem 2. — Unramified morphisms of finite type are quasi-finite.
Hence, it is enough to prove that a good N -marked connection pM,∇, isoq belongs
to the unramified locus of resV , which is open. The cotangent sequence of resV reads
resV˚ Ω
1
H1pT1,StNV q
// Ω1H1pT,StN q
// Ω1resV
// 0
Taking the fiber at T :“ IsomisopM,N q preserves cokernel, so after dualizing, we
obtain the following exact sequence
(5.3.1) 0 // Ω1resV pT q_ // TTH1pT,StN q // TresV pT qH1pT1,StNV q
By Nakayama lemma, we have to prove that Ω1resV pT q vanishes. Let iV : V ÝÑ Cn
be the canonical inclusion. Since M is localized at 0, we have
pIrr˚D EndMq0 » Irr˚0 EndM
Applying Irr˚0 [Meb04, 3.4-2] to the local cohomology triangle [Kas03]
iV`i`V EndMrdimV ´ ns // EndM // EndMp˚V q `1 //
gives a distinguished triangle
pIrr˚V EndMq0 // Irr˚0 EndM // Irr˚0 EndMV `1 //
Hence, we obtain an exact sequence
(5.3.2) 0 // pH1 Irr˚V EndMq0 // H1 Irr˚0 EndM // H1 Irr˚0 EndMV
From 5.2.1, the sequence (5.3.1) identifies canonically to (5.3.2). Hence, we are left
to show the following
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Proposition 5.3.3. — For every N -marked connection M, we have
pH1 Irr˚V Mq0 » 0
Proof. — Let p : X ÝÑ Cn be the blow-up at the origin. Let us denote by E the
exceptional divisor, V 1 (resp. D1) the strict transform of V (resp. D). Since p is an
isomorphism above CnzD, we know from [Meb04, 3.6-4] that p`p`M ÝÑM is an
isomorphism. Applying Irr˚V and the compatibility of Irr
˚ with proper push-forward,
we obtain
pH1 Irr˚V Mq0 » H1pE, pIrr˚p´1pV q p`Mq|Eq
» H0pE, pH1 Irr˚EYV 1 p`Mq|Eq
Set Ω :“ EzpE X D1q. Since V is transverse to every irreducible components of D,
the set Ω X V 1 is not empty. Pick d P Ω X V 1. Since E is included in the pole locus
of p`M,
(5.3.4) pIrr˚EYV 1 p`Mqd » pIrr˚V 1 p`Mqd
Moreover, the multiplicities of the components of char p`M passing through x P Ω
only depend on the formalization of p`M at x. Since p`M has good formal decom-
position along the smooth divisor Ω, we deduce that above Ω, charM is supported
on the conormal bundle of Ω. In particular, V 1 is non-characteristic for p`M at d.
Thus, [Kas95] asserts that the Cauchy-Kowaleska morphism
RHompp`M,OXq|V 1 ÝÑ RHomppp`MqV 1 ,OV 1q
is an isomorphism in a neighbourhood of d. From [MT04, V 2.2], we deduce that
the right-hand side of (5.3.4) is zero.
Take s P H0pE, pH1 Irr˚EYV 1 p`Mq|Eq. Since
pIrr˚EYV 1 p`Mq|E » Irr˚Epp`Mqp˚V 1q
we know from [Meb90] that the complex pIrr˚EYV 1 p`Mq|Er1s is a perverse sheaf on
E. So to prove s “ 0, we are left to prove that the support of s is contained in a closed
subset of dimension ă dimE [KS90, (10.3.3)]. Hence, it is enough to prove that s
vanishes on Ω. From the discussion above, s vanishes on a neighbourhood U of ΩXV 1
in Ω. Since Ω is path-connected, a point in ΩzpΩ X V 1q can be connected to a point
in UzpU X V 1q via a path in ΩzpΩX V 1q. So we are left to see that H1 Irr˚EYV 1 p`M
is a local system on ΩzpΩX V 1q. This is a consequence of the following
Lemma 5.3.5. — Let X be a smooth manifold and let Z be a smooth divisor of X.
Let M be a meromorphic connection on X with poles along Z admitting a good formal
structure along Z. Then Irr˚ZM is a local system concentrated in degree 1.
We can see this as a particular case of Sabbah theorem [Sab16]. Let us give an
elementary argument. SinceM has good formal structure along Z, any smooth curve
transverse to Z is non-characteristic for M. Hence, Irr˚ZM is concentrated in degree
1 and x Ñ dimH1pIrr˚ZMqx is constant to the generic irregularity of M along Z.
We know from [Meb90] that Irr˚ZMr1s is perverse on Z. We conclude using the fact
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that a perverse sheaf on Z with constant Euler-Poincaré characteristic function is a
local system concentrated in degree 0.
5.4. Proof of Theorem 3. — Let pM,∇, isoq be a good N -marked connection.
Since H1pT,StN q is of finite type, it is enough to prove that the tangent space of
H1pT,StN q at IsomisopM,N q vanishes. From 5.2 and Sabbah invariance theorem
[Sab16], we are left to prove the vanishing of pH1 Irr˚D EndN q0 for a generic choice
of the regular parts Ra, a P I. Generically, the monodromy is semi-simple, so we are
left to prove that for every i P N,
(5.4.1) pHi Irr˚D zαEaq0 » 0
where α “ pα1, . . . , αmq P Cm is generic, zα “ zα11 ¨ ¨ ¨ zαmm and a is a good mero-
morphic function with poles along D. By a change of variable, we can suppose
a “ 1{za11 ¨ ¨ ¨ zamm where ai P N˚, i “ 1, . . . ,m. We are thus left to prove the following
Lemma 5.4.2. — Suppose that there exists i, j P J1,mK with i ‰ j such that
αiai ` αjaj R Z
Then, pIrr˚D zαEaq0 » 0.
In a first draft of this paper, a proof using perversity arguments was given. We
give here a simpler and more natural argument, kindly communicated to us by C.
Sabbah.
Proof. — From [Sab16, 2.2] and [Hie09, Prop. 1], we have
pIrr˚D zαEaq0 » RΓpT,H0 DRăD zαEaq
Let ρ : T ÝÑ S1 be the morphism pθ1, . . . , θmq ÝÑ řmi“1 aiθi. Then, H0 DRăD zαEa
is the extension by 0 of the restriction Lα of DR zα to U :“ ρ´1pspi{2, 3pi{2rq. By
Leray spectral sequence
Epq2 “ Hpc pspi{2, 3pi{2r, Rqρ˚Lαq ùñ RΓcpU,Lαq
and proper base change, we are left to prove
RΓpρ´1pθq, Lαq » 0
for every θ P S1. Note that ρ´1pθq » pS1qm´1. By homotopy, it is enough to treat
the case θ “ 0. Without loss of generality, we can suppose α1a1 ` α2a2 R Z. Let
p : ρ´1p0q ÝÑ pS1qm´2 be the restriction to ρ´1p0q of the projection on coordinates
θ3, . . . , θn. By the same argument as above, we are left to show that the restriction
of Lα to the circles p´1pθq, θ P pS1qm´2 has no cohomology. Since the monodromy of
such a restriction is the multiplication by e2piipα1a1`α2a2q, we are done.
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